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Abstract. The contribution of this paper lies in a novel application of formal-
ized technical analysis and ranking technique by development of efficient stock 
trading system. The proposed system is implemented using two steps: on the 
first step system analyses historical data from large number of stocks and de-
fines a quality function of each stock to specific technical trade pattern; on the 
second step system grades all the stocks according to the value of the defined 
quality function and makes suggestions to include the highest ranked stocks into 
the traders’ portfolio. These stocks are being hold for fixed time interval in 
traders’ portfolio, then sold and replaced with the new stocks that got the high-
est rank. The proposed trading system was tested using historical data records 
from the USA stock market (1991-2003). The trading system had given signifi-
cantly higher returns when compared to the benchmark. 

1   Introduction 

The continuing progress of computing methods and information technologies makes 
significant influence on financial markets. An effective information processing is 
more and more important in order to succeed in the stock markets. The strategists of 
the investments funds use historical data and real-time information to forecast the 
trends of stocks’ price changes and also apply these results to the decision making and 
formation of investment portfolios. However wide known Efficient Market Hypothe-
sis (EMH) states that prices of stocks are just a reflection of all known information 
about the company. This means that having the information, no prediction of future 
price changes can be made. EMH also states that new information immediately forms 
new prices of companies’ shares. If we agree with this hypothesis, we have to realize 
that analysis of historical information is not important for an investor as this informa-
tion is already reflected in the stock price. People are not able to forecast the flow of 
new, important information and this information appears randomly. Therefore accord-
ing to the Efficient Market Hypothesis it is impossible to get better returns in the 
stock market than the market benchmarks (e.g. S&P500 index) for a longer time pe-
riod using the available historical information about the market. There are numerous 
well known research papers [1], [2], that partly confirm this hypothesis. However 
some published reports show [3], [4], that the efficient market hypothesis is far from 
the correct one. There are some papers claiming that the application of technical 
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analysis or  nonlinear models, such as neural networks and genetic algorithms, can 
supply information for intelligent decision support systems, and traders using these 
techniques are able to beat the market for a long period of time [5], [6], [7], [8]. In 
this paper we reinforce these statements. The contribution of this paper lies in novel 
application and combination of formalized technical analysis and ranking technique 
for development of efficient stock trading system. The proposed system is quite sim-
ple in implementation and could attract an attention of individual stock traders and 
modest mutual funds. The proposed stock trading system was tested using historical 
data from USA stock market. The obtained results clearly contradict the statements of 
Efficient Market Hypothesis. The trading system based on the proposed approach has 
given significantly higher returns relative to the benchmark (S&P500) for a long pe-
riod of time. In order to use the system in real markets it is necessary to solve prob-
lems with the risk management of trader’s portfolio and to carry out additional ex-
perimental tests with the stock markets of different countries and different time peri-
ods. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the theoretical basis of the 
proposed system; Sections 3 is devoted for experimental investigations and evaluation 
of the proposed system. The main conclusions of the work are presented in Section 4. 

2   Development of the Stock Trading System 

The proposed stock trading system is based on formalized technical analysis and is 
suited for medium and short term stock traders. Over the years numerous technical 
indicators and patterns have been developed to describe stock performance, as well as to 
predict future price movements. Technical analysts and traders believe that certain stock 
chart patterns and shapes (e.g. moving average crosses, head and shoulder formation, 
range breakout, triple top/bottom formation, cup-with-a-handle formation) are signals 
for profitable trading opportunities [9], [10]. Many professional traders claim that they 
consistently make trading profits by following those signals. Short term stock traders 
analyze historical stock data records (price and volume) for 5-7 trading days and make 
decisions for buying stocks based on typical trading patterns. Normally they hold stocks 
for 2÷5 days. In this paper we introduce a new technical pattern, called “precursor of 
reverse” pattern. This pattern can be characterized as follows: after a long price decline 
(5-6 days) with strong trading volume, the stock price and trading volume stabilize and 
price prepares for rebound. The Figure 1 illustrates a typical example of the “precursor 
of reverse” pattern. Our extensive and rigorous historical tests have shown that this 
pattern has a good rebound potential. The stock trading strategy is to buy the stock as 
the price and volumes stabilize and hold it for 2-5 days.  

2.1   Formalization of the Trading System  

Classical technical analysis compares stock’s price and volume history to typical chart 
patterns (in our case “precursor of reverse” pattern) and predicts future price behavior 
based on the degree of match. This technique can be formalized through trading rule of 
the following form: If the technical pattern X is identified in the previous N trading 
days, then buy the stock and sell it on the H-th day after purchasing. The difficult part in 
application of this technique is reliability of identification of the technical pattern X.  
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Fig. 1. A typical “precursor of reverse” pattern 

The new technique that we propose here is based on the formalization of “precursor 
of reverse” pattern using normalized historical stock prices and trading volume data. 
The idea of this technique is to analyze N-days moving window for a big pool of 
stocks with normalized closing price and volume records and identify the technical 
pattern when it appears. For formalization of the “precursor of reverse” pattern we use 
three variables: normalized stock price PnN , normalized trading volume VnN at the last 
day of observation and normalized price change during the last day DnN. During the 
N-days moving window the normalized stock prices Pni , normalized trading volume 
Vni and normalized price changes Dni are obtained using the following equations : 
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where Pi and Vi are stocks’ closing prices and trading volumes on i-day. This equation 
is estimated every day for all stocks in pool. We assume that a “precursor of reverse” 
pattern is formed when the stock price drops approximately 10% during the seven 
trading days, the last day’s price drops about 2% and the trading volume on last day 
of observation begins to decrease. In traditional technical analysis the quality of the 
formed pattern is evaluated using various graphical methods. Testing and application 
of such methods are complicated because different traders often evaluate the same 
trading pattern in different ways. In this paper we propose a formal equation for 
evaluation of quality of trading pattern Qp. This equation is derived based on exten-
sive interviews with experienced stock trading experts and has a following form: 
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As it can be recognized from the structure of the equation, the quality of the “precur-
sor of reverse” pattern’ Qp  is more precise when stock’s price drops significantly 
during the observed time interval and stock’s price also decrease at the last day of 
observation, but with decreasing trading volume. The values of parameters KN, KD, KV 

in Equation 2 were defined using the recommendation of trading experts and are 
given in experimental part of this work. Having stock data records for defined moving 
time interval now it is straightforward to estimate the three variables of proposed 
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pattern for every trading day and define the quality of the pattern, QP. This informa-
tion is the backbone of the proposed trading system. 

2.2   Ranking Technique 

Experimental investigations of the “precursor of reverse” patterns had shown that 
high quality patterns are very rare. Still further, approximately only the 70% of the 
high quality patterns are profitable. Therefore we need to scan a lot of stocks to find 
potentially profitable trading opportunities. The proposed algorithm for stocks rank-
ing consists of the following steps:  

- in the first step a group of companies, whose trading patterns will be ob-
served is selected, 

- then the trading patterns - “precursor of reverse” are identified, using the 
moving window data, 

- the quality of each trading pattern is estimated (Equation 2), 
- all trading patterns are ranked following the highest pattern quality and the 

highest rank stocks are suggested to the trader.  

2.3   Evaluation of the Trading Strategy 

A portfolio of the stock trader is formed of stocks having highest rank of trading pat-
tern. Number of stocks held in portfolio will be discussed in experimental part of this 
work. The efficiency of the proposed system was evaluated using three parameters: a 
total return on trading RT,  a total capital at the end of trading period CT and Sharpe 
Ratio of the trader’s portfolio S. The total return RT was estimated using equation 
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where T is the number of trading transactions, Pi is stock price, TC  is transaction costs 
and ri  is simple return of i-th transaction. Total capital at the end of the trading period 
was estimated using trader’s start capital and every day returns. The Sharpe Ratio is a 
well known measure of the risk-adjusted return of an investment [11]. Sharpe Ratio of 
the trader’s portfolio was estimated using equation  
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where RD and  σD  - average daily returns and standard deviation of the trader’s portfo-
lio over moving 250 days, Ra - annualized return on “risk-free” investment (we as-
sumed it to be 3%). Mutual funds which achieve a Sharpe Ratio of over 1.0 are quali-
fied as good. A Sharpe Ratio of a fund of over 2.0 is considered very good and Sharpe 
Ratios above 3.0 are outstanding. 

3   Experimental Investigation 

The efficiency of the proposed stock trading system was tested using historical stock 
market data. The data set that has been used in this study represents daily stock clos-
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ing prices and trading volumes, and comes from 366 stocks on the USA stock market 
from October 1, 1991 till October 1, 2003. These stocks represent all the SP500 index 
stocks, included in the index for the whole analyzed time period. 

3.1   Experimental Set-Up 

We have used 7-days moving window technique and normalization technique (Eq.1) 
to identify the “precursor of reverse” patterns in data records. The quality of the pat-
terns, QP was evaluated using Equation 2. The values of parameters here were chosen 
empirically using extensive interviews with stock trading experts. The values of pa-
rameters are as follows: KN=10.0, KD=2.0, KV=3.5. Because the values of these pa-
rameters are crucial for the trading system more investigation must be done in the 
future for the optimization and adaptation of them. All trading patterns were ranked; 
the stocks with highest ranks were included in trader’s portfolio and held for a defined 
time interval. The performance of the trading system was evaluated using proposed 
parameters, RT, CT and S. The detailed functioning of the proposed trading system can 
be described as follows:   

- The stocks’ prices and trading volumes were normalized and analyzed con-
sidering every trading day starting from 1991.10.01 to 2003.10.01; 

- Based on 7-days moving window data (normalized price and volume) the 
“precursor of reverse” patterns were identified and quality of these patterns, 
QP, for every stock were estimated; 

- Ranking algorithm for QP was applied and stocks (1-15 stocks) with the best 
ranks were bought and sold after defined time interval (1-5 days). 

In the beginning of the testing period the start capital for trader was 1000 US$. Equal 
parts of this capital were invested in all selected stocks. The transaction costs of 0.5% 
were withdrawn from the returns per contract. This amount of transaction costs is 
typical for e-brokers companies (e.g. Interactive Brokers, USA) and reflects realistic 
losses that are unavoidable when changing the stocks in trader’s portfolio. All income 
got during the stocks’ trading actions were again completely reinvested and the 
changing of the total capital was estimated during the investment period. The struc-
ture of the proposed virtual stock trading system is presented in Figure 2. It is neces-
sary to point out that the proposed scheme gives the possibility to apply the proposed 
system in real stock trading process. In this case the highest ranked stocks calculated 
on 7-days moving window data can be bought using market orders at the last moment 
before the markets are closed. 
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Fig. 2. The structure of the proposed stock trading system 
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3.2   Experimental Results 

The total returns of proposed trading system are presented in Figure 3. The best re-
sults are achieved when trader buys the five best ranked stocks every day and hold 
them for two days. In this case the proposed trading system outperforms the bench-
mark significantly and the total return at the end of the trading period is 742% .The 
total return for the SP500 index during the same period is 112% , and total return 
when investing (buy and hold) in all analyzed stocks (equal part of capital in each 
stock) is 265%. Trading a smaller number of best ranked stocks (e.g. 1 to 4 ) gives 
even better results, but this leads to a big fluctuation in portfolio performance, there-
fore is not interesting for real trading process and will not be discussed here.  
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Fig. 3. The total returns depends on number of obtained stocks and how long the obtained 
stocks are held in trader’s portfolio 
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Fig. 4. The dynamic of total returns during the whole trading period for various portfolios 

Figure 4 presents how the total returns of proposed trading system change during 
the  analyzed  time  interval (obtained stocks are held for two  days). As  one  can  see 
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Fig. 5. The dynamic of total capital when using proposed trading strategy and conservative 
investment (all stocks are held for whole trading period) 
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Fig. 6. Sharpe Ratio estimated for proposed trading system and for conservative investments 

from the graph, the fluctuation in total returns decrease when more different stocks 
are included in the trader’s portfolio. On the other side, the including of more differ-
ent stocks in the trader’s portfolio leads to the declining in total returns. Therefore the 
trader must always make well-balanced decision about possible portfolio fluctuations 
and returns, and choose the adequate number of traded stocks. Figure 5 compares the 
dynamic of trader’s capital when trading the highest ranked five stocks and when 
using conservative investment strategy (start capital is invested in all analyzed 
stocks). The trader’s capital using the proposed trading system increases dramatically 
from 1000 $ to 848610 $. At the same time conservative investment gives the end 
capital equal 13060 $. Figure 6 illustrates the Sharpe Ratio estimation for both: pro-
posed trading system and conservative investments. As it can be recognized from the 
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graph the Sharpe Ratio of the proposed trading system is relative high and is similar 
to the Ratio obtained for conservative investments. Nonetheless, the Sharpe Ratio 
decreases significantly for some periods of time and these periods can be very hard 
challenges for individual traders or mutual funds. 

4   Conclusions 

Preliminary experimental tests have shown that the proposed stock trading system 
gives very promising results and can be attractive for individual traders and modest 
mutual funds. Despite of these results there are two problems that will arise while 
using the proposed system in real stock markets: a) trading results are very sensitive 
to the costs of transactions: when transaction costs are over 0.8% the results of trading 
system’s become worse than investing in benchmark; b) proposed trading system is 
related with high risks and the traders must be prepared for temporal decreasing of 
total capital even to 50 % (Fig. 5). Also more extensive tests with the system must be 
done (different markets, various time periods, tax regulations) to evaluate the domain 
of possible applications of the proposed trading system more precisely. 
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